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1. The structure of the group of units of a simple ring has been 
examined in special cases by Dieudonne [2], Rosenberg [6], and Kaplansky [4]. 
New methods for obtaining their results, and new ones, concerning the 
essential simplicity of the derived group of the group of units will appear in 
a future paper by the author. In the present work we are concerned with the 
solvability of normal subgroups of the group of units of a simple ring with 
nonidentity idempotent. We first show that noncentral normal subgroups 
are not solvable. This result is then expanded to subnormal subgroups and 
normal subgroups in semi-prime and prime rings. 
2. All rings arc assumed to be associative with an identity element. 
We will consistently denote rings by R or S, the group of units of K by U, 
and the center of R by Z. n’ote that Z is a field when K is simple. U’ will 
denote the derived or commutator subgroup of I;, and in general, 
(;;“) _ (C,F’?Z-1’ )’ the n-th derived subgroup. If  H is a normal subgroup of G, 
we write H <I G. Bv a nonidentity idempotent P we mean that e2 == e 
and P r 0, 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For units U, ‘~1 E K let (11, V) ~~~ u IV -‘uv. For any- 
Y, s E R let [Y, S] = YS -- SY. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If  for some index set I, I ~- CiE, e, , where (ei} are 
orthogonal idempotents, then Rij = e, Re, and eiSe, _ si, . 
LEWJ.~ 2.3. If R is a simple ring with 1 = CiG, ei , where (e,) are ortho- 
gonal idempotents, then R,; f  0 and R,,R,,. = Rj,( . 
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Proof. Since R is a simple ring it is a prime ring, and so, if aRb = 0 
we must have either a = 0 or b = 0. Thus if Rij = 0, we have either ei = 0 
or e, = 0. ,4s idempotents are not zero, we must have Rij + 0. By 
Definition 2.2 we have R,,R,, = e,RejRe, . The simplicity of R implies that 
Re,R = R, so RijRj,; = e,Re, = Ri,; . 
3. \Ve first turn to the case in which R contains two orthogonal 
idempotents whose sum is not the identity. That is 1 = e, + e3 -f e3 for 
the ei orthogonal idempotents. The question of the solvability of C in this 
case is trivial and the result stronger than we can obtain for arbitrary normal 
subgroups of Ii’. 
LmnI.4 3.1. Let R be simple with 1 = Ciel ei fov orthogonal idempotents 
{ei} and card I 2, 3. I f  any subgroup G of thegroup of units U of R contains all 
units 1 ~~-~ yi,; for i, j E I and i 1 j, then so does G’, the derived group of G. 
Proof. Using the fact that for i # j we have (1 + Yij)-’ = 1 - r?j , we 
obtain (1 + $pil , 1 + yji;) = 1 +- r,,rjlc for i,j, k tl and distinct. Since 
(1 -s)(l +r) = 1 +s+r for s,rERij with i+j, we obtain 1 +vEG 
for I’ E Xi,< = e,Re,Re, for i and k arbitrary and distinct in I. Hence 
1 + ri, E G’ for Y;, t Ri, for all i f  j. 
THEOREXI 3.2. If  R is simple with 1 = e1 + e2 + e3 with the ei orthogonal 
idempotents, then U, the group of units of R, is not solvable. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 the group T generated by 1 + yij for i f  j with 
i, j = 1, 2, 3 is contained in each 0’“;) in the derived series of U. Hence 
C7’“‘) +- 1 for any k. Thus the derived series of U does not terminate in the 
identity after a finite number of steps, and so II is not solvable. 
The argument in Theorem 3.2 can clearly be extended transfinitely. That 
is, if we take some well ordered index set I, we can define for I a derived 
series [5, p. 1821 for c! which does not terminate in the identity. I f  i E I is not 
a limit ordinal let Vi’ = (C:ci-l))‘, the derived group of U-l). I f  i is a limit 
ordinal, let U1) be the derived group of njCi U(j). Then U will be trans- 
finitely solvable if for some such I we have &,, Vi) = 1. In our case this 
cannot happen, so we have 
COROLLARY 3.3. With the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2, U is not transjinitely 
solvable. 
4. We turn now to the case where we assume only a single nonidentity 
idempotent. This case is considerably more involved and requires mild 
assumptions on the center of R. The important step is to generalize a theorem 
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of Amitsur. Before stating this theorem we state a theorem of Herstein which 
we will also require and which is used in the proof of Amitsur’s theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. (Herstein) Zf R is a simple ring and if [T, [R, R]] C 7 
for T an additive subgroup of R, then either T C Z or T 3 [R, R] except ;f  R is 
of characteristic 2 and 4-dimensional over Z. 
Proof. [3, p. 171. 
THEOREM 4.2. (Amitsur) Let R be a simple ring whose centroid F is not 
GF(2); suppose further that R has an idempotent e # 0, 1. Then any subspace 
of R invariant under all inner automorphisms of R must be 0, Z, or contain [R, R]. 
The only subalgebras of R invariant under all inner automorphisms of R are 
0, Z, and R. 
Proof. [l, p. 988-9891. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R be simple and contain a nonidentity idempotent e. 
If N is an Abelian subgroup of U, and N 4 U, then N C Z, provided Z i GF(2). 
Proof. The ring S generated by N and Z is clearly invariant with respect 
to conjugation by all units of U. Since Z f  GF(2), we have by Theorem 4.2 
that 5’ = Z or S = R. But S = Z implies that NC Z while 5’ = R says 
that R is commutative, contradicting the existence of e. 
Let us consider a noncentral normal subgroup N. If  N is solvable then we 
have N 3 N’ 1 ... 3 NC”’ 1 1. Now N(*) is an Abelian normal subgroup 
of L; and so is in Z, if Z # GF(2), by Corollary 4.3. If  we could show that 
N(Tc-l) is also in Z we would have a contradiction, and so, N could not be 
solvable. It is with this aim in mind that we want to generalize Theorem 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let R be a simple ring and W a subspace of R, over Z. Suppose 
that for some a E R we have n functions f j(za) z E Z, such that f i(za) = z"f "(a) 
and fl(za) + ... +fn(za) is in W. Then if card Z > n + 1 we have 
fi(za)E W for each i. 
Proof. As card Z > n + 1 we can find x E Z with zz - z f  0. Then 
both fl(za) + ... +f”(~) and z"(f'(a) + ... + f"(a)) are in W. Hence the 
difference (z” ~ z)fl(a) + (x2 - z3)f3(a) + ... + (2" - zP)f"(a) is in W. 
IVow choose zi E Z with 2i3 - zi f  0 and use it to eliminate the f”(u) term 
from the above sum. Continuing we obtain f '@a) in W. A repetition of the 
argument on f “(xu) + ... + f "(za) yields f "@a) in Wand so on until we have 
fz(za) in W for each i. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a simple ring containing an idempotent e -# 0, 1 
and suppose the center Z of R has at least five elements. If W is a subspace of R 
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invariant under all inner automorphisms by elements of N 4 U with N Q Z, 
then W is 0, Z, OY contains [R, R]. If W is a subalgebra of R then W is 0, Z, OY R. 
Proof. For any g E N and a E R with a2 = 0, we have (1 + a, g) in N. 
So for w E W we have (1 + a, g)w(g, 1 + a) E W. That is, 
(1 -a)g-I(1 $ a)gwg-I(1 -a)g(l + a)E W. 
Expanding we obtain 
w + (wa - aw + g-lagw - wg-lag) 
+ (g-lagwa - ag-lagw - awa + awg-lag - g-lagwg-lag - wg-laga) 
+ (awg-‘aga - ag-lugwa + ag-lagwg-lag - g-lagwg-laga) 
+ (ag-lagwg-lag) 6 W. 
Now for z E Z and a2 = 0 we have (za)” = 0 and so the above sum, with za 
replacing “a” is also in W. Clearly, each expression in parentheses in the 
above sum is an f i(za) as in Lemma 4.4. Hence we have 
where 
w + f ‘(za) + ... $ f “(x2) E TV, 
f'(a) = (wa - aw + g-lugw - wg-lag) 
f”(a) = (g-lagma - ag-lagw - awa + awg-lag - wg-laga - g-lagwgglag) 
f”(a) = (awg-luga ~ ag-lagwa + ag-‘ugwg-lag - gplugwg-laga) 
f”(u) = (ag-lugwg-laga). 
Since IV is a subspace, we can subtract w to obtain 
f ‘(4 + f %4 + f “(4 + f “(4 E W. 
Since Z has at least five elements, we can invoke Lemma 4.4 to obtain 
f l(u) E IV. We re-write this as [w, a -g-lag] E IV. Let T be the additive 
subgroup of R generated by all a - g-lug for u2 = 0 and g in N. Clearly T 
is a subspace of R. Further, if u is a unit in R then 
u-‘(u - g-lug)24 = u-luu - (u~‘g-‘u)(u-‘uu)(u-‘gu) 
and note that (u-l~u)~ = 0 and u-lgu E N. Thus T is invariant under all 
inner automorphisms of R and so, by Theorem 4.2 T is either 0, Z, or 
contains [R, R]. I f  T = 0, then each g E N centralizes every a E R with 
u2 = 0. In particular, N centralizes eR(l - e) and (1 - e) Re. Since R is 
simple, 
eRe = eR(l - e) Re and (1 - e)R(l -e) = (1 - e)ReR(l - e), 
so NC Z, a contradiction. If  T = Z we have, for some ua = 0 and g EN, 
that a ~ g-lag E Z and is not zero. Then a(a -g-lug) = (u - g-lug)a and 
so ag-lag = g-luga. Hence (u - g-1ug)2 = -2ag-lag must be a nonzero 
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element of 2 which is a zero divisor. This is not possible. Thus the last 
possibility, that [Ii, R] C T must hold. But now, as W is a subspace of R, 
and since [IV, T] C W, we have that [IV, [R, R]] C IV, so by Theorem 4.1 
IV is 0, 2, or contains [R, R] unless R is of characteristic 2 and is 4-dimen- 
sional over 2. Assuming for the moment the truth of the theorem in this 
special case, the first statement of the theorem is proved. The second follows 
from the fact that the subring generated by [R, R] is R [3, p. 91. 
It remains to prove that if R is of characteristic 2 and is 4-dimensional 
over Z, and if W is a subspace of R invariant with respect to conjugation by 
elements of a normal subgroup A’ of CT, and such that [W, [R, R]] C W, 
then IV is 0, Z, or contains [R, R]. At this point, since we are assuming that 
2 contains at least five elements, we could use a theorem of Dieudonne 
[2, Thtfooremd 31 and Theorem 4.2 to conclude that if N 0 2 then C’ C N. If  Z* 
denotes the nonzero elements of Z, then c’ = Z*c” and so W is invariant 
with respect to conjugation by every unit of R. We could now obtain our 
result by using Theorem 4.2. We prefer to handle this special case, however, 
without making use of the theorem of Dieudonne. 
Since we are assuming that R is simple and 4-dimensional over its center. 
the theory of rings with minimum condition tells us that in the case we are 
considering R := Z, , the 2 x 2 matrix ring over Z. Hence R contains the 
usual matrix units e,, , e,, , ezl , and P,, Therefore, [e,, , ele] = ei2 and 
[e22 , egl] -T- eL1 are in [R, R]. Let w = (z I;) be in II’. As [II’> [R, R]] C IT7 
we have [w, e,,] --: (6 “z”) and [[u’, e,,], Q] = (‘Ld &J both in II- Since 
the characteristic of R, and so Z, is 2, 2c = 0 and it follows, since W is a 
subspace, that 1 E It’ unless a + d c = 0. So if 1 6 It; we must have 
a typical element of I@ be of the form ((, ,, ” ‘I) with h mi: 0. But as we have seen. 
commutation with ezl will imply that 1 t II’. Hence 1 t IV and so (h :) t II’ 
for c E Z, unless I+’ = 0. Assume now that IV f  0, Z. We want [R, R] C TIT. 
If  zu = (F :) is in W and a # d, then as above we can obtain ($ rrl,rl) E II- 
which implies that (a -~ d) q2 , and so ei2 , is in IV. Similarly e2i E II>‘. 
A direct computation shows that as a subspace of R, [R, R] is generated 
by 1, e12 t ezl over Z. Hence IV3 [R, R] unless w E W is of the form (F :). 
Let us henceforth assume that II’3 [R, K]. S‘ mce 1 t W and we are assuming 
that IV@ Z, it follows that (z g) E IV, with b, c # 0. As II7 is a subspace 
(I :) E 11. for some nonzero k in Z. A simple argument now shows that a 
typical w = (E “,) in II’is of the form (!;< i) for k -?i; 0 in Z. We now examine :Y. 
Suppose that (z y) is a unit in R and conjugation by it leaves IV invariant. 
Note that its inverse is z(:, :) where u” E Z and non-zero. Now this says that 
(L :)(,“1. i)(E ‘J t IV, and suppose b -74 0. Multiplying out and looking at the 
standard form for an element of IV yields the condition 
yw + (2 + P) k + w2 = 0. (4 
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In particular, any element of N must satisfy (A). Let (z :) E N. Since N 4 U 
we have (,’ ‘,)(“, :)(A ‘,) EN. That is, (‘r “~~~‘“) EN. Using condition (A) 
we obtain both 
yw + (9 + t2) k + w2 and (9 + y2 + w2 + t2) K2 + (x2 + t”) K $- w2 
equal zero. Adding, we get 0 = X+ + w2 f  t2 = (X + w + t)“, which 
implies x + w -I- t = 0. Similarly we get x + t + y  = 0 by using 
(; y)($ y)(i y) E N. Thus we obtain w + y  = 0, or zu = y. So u E N implies 
that ZI = (z $. 
Now consider (: ,$(z :)(y :) EN. Expanding gives (“z” :I:) EN and so 
y  = x + t. Thus if ZI EN we must have z, = (& “tt). I f  (L i) is a typical 
unit of R with inverse x(E F), then we have z(L i)&.st “;i”)(E “,) E N, where we 
assume x + t f  0 for some element of N. Equating the off diagonal elements 
gives YS -{- s2 f  9 = up + u2 + p2 for every unit in R. But this is impossible 
if Z f  GF(2), for pick z E Z with z # ,z3. The unit (“0 202) does not satisfy 
the necessary condition. Hence our assumption that [R, R] q W leads us to 
a contradiction, and so we must conclude that [R, R] C W, if W f  0, or Z. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Given S C R let N(S) = {Y E R / for each s E S, rs := srr 
with sr E S} and C(S) = {Y E R 1 YS = SY for all s E S}. N(S) is called the 
normalizer of S in R and C(S) is called the centralizer of S in R. If  T C R 
then N(S) n T = NT(S) and C(S) n T = C,(S). 
In the corollaries that follow, R will denote a simple ring with nonidentity 
idempotent and with card Z > 5. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let s E R s $ Z. Then if Z[s] is the ring of polynomials in 
s over Z, N(Z[s]) contains no noncentral normal subgroups of U. 
Proof. Suppose G C N(Z[s]) is a noncentral normal subgroup of U. 
Then Z[s] is invariant with respect to conjugation by elements of G. By 
Theorem 4.5,Z[s] is 0, Z, or R. As s 4 Z we must have Z[s] = R. But then R 
is commutative, contradicting the existence of a nonidentity idempotent. 
Hence G C Z or is not normal. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Given N, , N, 4 U, N1, N2 q Z and (N, , IL;) the 
commutator of Nl and N, (that is, the group generated by (nl , n2) for ni t N,), 
then (IV, , N,) q Z and so Nl n N, $! Z. 
Proof. I f  (N, , N,) C Z then there exists an n, EN, , n, $ Z with 
n;%;%z1n2 E Z for all n2 E N, . But then N2 C N(Z[n,]) contradicting N, 
normal and not central, by Corollary 4.7. Since (N, , Nz) C N, n N2 , it 
follows that N, n N2 c Z. 
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COROLLARY 4.9. If N <I U, N @ 2, then N is not solvable. 
Proof. I f  N is solvable consider its derived series: 
N3 N'T) . . . 2 jVCk) 3 NGtl' = 1. 
Now NC”‘) is an Abelian normal subgroup of U, and so, NcLj C Z by 
Corollary 4.3. But then N+l’ . 1s a normal subgroup of U and (NC”-r’, NC”-1’) 
is in 2, so by Corollary 4.8 No-r’ C 2. Th’ is contradiction shows that N is 
not solvable. 
5. One might ask whether the result in Corollary 4.9 holds true in a 
simple ring with nonidentity idempotent where Z may be the field of two, 
three, or four elements. In the case of Z = GF(2) or GF(3), consideration of 
the 2 x 2 matrix ring over these fields shows that the result cannot hold in 
general. We will now show that if Z = GF(4) or if 1 = e, + e2 + e3 , for the 
e, orthogonal idempotents, and Z = GF(3), then the result of Corollary 4.9 
holds. Our method will be to prove what we need of Corollary 4.8 in each 
case. For then the proof of Corollary 4.9 will hold and we will be done. 
Assume that Z = GF(3) and 1 = e, + es + e3 for the ei orthogonal 
idempotents. Let N be a noncentral, solvable, normal subgroup of 0’ with 
derived series lVT> N’ r) ... r) :Vfk) r) 1. By Corollary 4.3 Nck) C Z. Thus 
if x, y  E Nck-r’, xy = zyx, where z = 1, -1 since Z =L GF(3). It follows 
that x2y = yx2 and x2 is in the center of N+l), a normal Abelian subgroup 
of U. Hence x2 E Z. Now if a E R and a2 = 0, then for .Y E V(“‘-i’, 
(1 -~ a)x( 1 + a) E N(“-lJ and we have that 
(1 - a)x(l + a)x = zx(l - a)x(l -j u). 
Suppose that (I - a)x(l + a).~ = --x( 1 - a)x(l -}- a). Expanding, and 
noting that x2 E Z, we get 2x2 = xaxa f  axax E Z. If  we assume that a E Rij 
for i # j and pick k f  i, j, then since eiia =: 0 and 2x2 f  0 E Z, we must 
have ekxaxa f  0. But then 0 = e,(2x”) e, = ekxaxaej = e,xaxa. This 
contradiction establishes that for a E Rij we must have 
(1 - a)x(l + a)x = x(1 - a)x(l + a). 
Expanding this gives y  = 2ax2 ~ 2xax - xaxa -1 axax = 0. 
Since 0 = aya = -2axaxa, we have axaxa = 0. As 0 = uy, we get 
0 = -2axax - axaxa = -2axax. and so axax = 0. Also 
0 = ya = (2ax2 - 2xax - xaxa)a = 2ax2a - 2xaxa = -2xaxa 
since x2 E Z. It follows that 0 = y  = 2ax2 - 2xax, and so ax2 = xax. 
Since x is a unit we have ax = xa. This says that if x E Ncii-l’, then x com- 
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mutes with Rij for i # j. But since R,, = R,,R,, , by Lemma 2.3, we have 
that N-1) C 2. This establishes 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be simple with 1 = e, + e2 + e3 , for the ei orthogonal 
idempotents, and let Z = GF(3). Then no noncentral normal subgroup of U is 
solvable. 
We return to the situation in which R contains a nonidentity idempotent, 
and now assume that Z = GF(4). As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we consider 
a noncentral, solvable, normal subgroup N and its derived series. As above 
we get AT@) C Z and for x E N(“-l) we get x3 E Z. Pick a E R with a2 = 0. 
Then y  = (1 + a)-lx(l + a) x-l E I!‘V(~-~’ for x E I~(“-~), and y3 E Z. Since 
Z = GF(4), (1 + a)-’ = (1 + a). Using this in the expansion of y3 gives 
y3 = 1 + a + xax-l + xax-la + (xuxP1a)2 + (axax-1)2 + (axax-l)% 
+ xax-1(axax-1)2 + (axax-1)3. 
Now 0 = uy3a = uxux-‘a + (axax-1)3a. Hence (axux-1)2 = (axax-1)4 for 
any x E Nu-l) and a E R with u2 = 0. Let z E Z. Then ((za)x(zu) x-l)2 = 
((zu)x(za) x-~)~, which implies that z4(axax-1)2 = 9(axax-1)4. Since z = 
GF(4), x4 = z for z E Z and there is z E Z with z2 # z. By the usual methods 
of elimination we can obtain (axax-1)2 = 0. Using the expression for y3 
and the fact that (axux-1)2 = 0, we obtain 
t = 1 + y3 = a + xux-l + xux-la + (xax-1u)2 
is in Z. Clearly, 0 = ata = axax-la. and so a + xax-l $- xas-la is in Z. 
Since (za)” = 0 for z E Z, and since Z contains more than two elements, if 
we let W = Z, f  l(za) = zu + XZUX~~, and f  “@a) = x(m) x-l(m), we can 
apply Lemma 4.4 to obtain xux-la E Z. As xax-la is a zero divisor in the 
center of a simple ring, we must have 0 = xax-la and so ma = 0 for 
x E Nil) and a2 = 0. Let S be the subspace generated by Vu-l) over Z. 
As N-l) q Z, and as S is a subalgebra of R invariant under all inner auto- 
morphisms of R, we have, by Theorem 4.2 that S = R. Hence uRa = 0 
for a2 = 0. But as R is a simple ring it is prime, and so a = 0, while there do 
exist nonzero elements whose square is zero, namely elements of eR(1 ~- e). 
This contradiction leads us to conclude that IV(~-~I C Z. Thus N cannot be 
solvable, and we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be a simple ring with nonidentity idempotent and let 
Z = GF(4). Then no noncentral normal subgroup of U is solvable. 
6. Knowing the situation for normal subgroups of U, it is natural to 
try and determine whether any group in a normal chain is solvable. In fact, 
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does Theorem 4.5 hold for such subgroups ? Our methods work, with a little 
less generality than in section four, for normal subgroups of normal subgroups, 
which we call subnormal subg)gYoups. 
We now state a result of Levitzki which we will need in what follows. 
~>EAllVA 6.1. Let R be a riq and J a non-zero r@ht (left) ideal of R. Suppose 
that g&n a E J, ail 7: 0 for a fixed integer n; then R contains a nonzeYo nil- 
potent ideal. 
Proof. i3, p. I]. 
LE31hI.4 6.2. Suppose that R has no nonzero nilpotent ideals and contains 
a non-identity idempotent. If some s E R satisfies (as)ka = 0 for all a E R with 
a2 :: 0 and with k a jixed intger, then s commutes with eR(1 - e) .for any 
idempotent e t R. If R is simple then s E Z. 
Pwof. Let e bc a nonidentity idempotent in R. Clearly every element ot‘ 
eR( 1 e) has square zero. Thus if Q E eR(1 - e) \ve have (as)‘:u ==: 0. 
Hence for a = er(1 ~- e) vve obtain (r( 1 - e) se);:tz = 0. So R( I --- e) se is 
a nil left ideal of index k -t 2, and so by Lemma 6.1 R contains a nonzero 
nilpotent ideal unless R(1 ~ e) SP =mm 0. By our hypothesis we must have 
RU e) se = 0. Now T = {t E R 1 Rt := 0} 1s a nilpotent ideal of R and so 
is zero. Thus (1 - e) se :- 0. liepeating the argument for a E (1 ~ e) Re, 
we get es( 1 e) = 0. Hence s commutes with all idempotents of R. It is 
trivial to verify that if e is an idempotent of R then so is .f -1 e ~ er( 1 e). 
Since s commutes with e, it now follows that s commutes with eR(l ~ e). I f  R 
is simple then by Lemma 2.3 eRe = eR( 1 ~ e) Re and (1 e) R( 1 - e) =-m 
(I Pme)ReR(l em-e),sosEZ. 
'I'IIEOREM 6.3. Let R be a simple ring with nonidentity idempotent, and 
suppose that card Z 3 9 and that R is not 4-dimensional oz’ey Z if Z has charac- 
teristic 2. If W is a subspace of R invariant with respect to conjugation by 
elements of G ~1 N 4 CT with G q Z, then W is 0, Z, or W3 [R, R]. If U’ 
is a subalgebra ,then W is 0, Z, OY A. 
Proof. 1$‘c proceed much as in Theorem 4.5. For any a E R with a” -= 0, 
and for g E G C N, we have (I - a)g(l + u) E A’. Since G ~-1 -V, 
h === ((I ~~ a)g-‘(I + a), R) -:= (1 a)g( I -t a)gp’( 1 --- u)gp’( I t u)g is in G. 
Thus if w E IV we get hwlz-’ E W. We expand this expression to obtain a 
sum of terms, as in Theorem 4.5, which we rearrange, collecting all those 
together u-hich contain “a” the same number of times. For z E Z, (zu)” = 0, 
so we could have begun with za instead of a. Thus what we have, after 
expanding hwk', is an expression w ~:-f’(za) + ..I $ ,f"(za) in IV, where 
f i(za) =~ zffi(a). As II’ is a subspace and zu t II’, it follows that 
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f’(za) -+- .‘. +f”(Za) E w. S’ mce 2 has at least nine elements, WC can apply 
Lemma 4.4 to conclude that f’(a) = [zc, 2a - gag-l -- g-‘ug] E W. 
Let T be the additive subgroup of R generated by all 2a - gag-l - ):-lug 
for aa y  0 and g E G. Clearly T is a subspace of R, and since G Q N, T is 
invariant with respect to conjugation by elements of A’. This follows by 
conjugating a typical generator of T by zj E N and noting that (WV-~)% = 0 
and vggv-1 E G. Thus Theorem 4.5 applies and we can conclude that T is 0, 2, 
or T 3 [R, R]. I f  T 1 [R, R] we are done exactly as in Theorem 4.5. That is, 
we would have [IV, [R, R]] C IV and Th eorem 4.1 would imply that WC 2 
or WT) [R, R]. I f  W were a subalgebra of R, the fact that the ring generated 
by [R, R] is R [3, p. 91 would give the second conclusion of the theorem. 
Hence we may assume that T$ [R, R] M ic .h’ h means that T C Z. We proceed 
by considering two cases. 
Case I. char Z + 2. Let 2a - gag-’ ~ ,y-‘ug = z E Z. Now zaga = 
-,pgplaga - cy-lugagu, and so xaga + gag-laga + gpluguga = 0. Clearly, 
we could replace each “u” in this expression by ta for t t Z. Letfl(tu) = 0, 
.fa(tu) = z(ta)g(tu), and f3(tu) = g(ta)g-‘(tu)g(ta) + gpl(tu)g(tu)g(tu). As 
fi(ta) = tifi(a), if we let Win L emma 4.4 be zero, we can apply Lemma 4.4 
to our situation, as card Z > 3, to obtain f’(u) = 0. That is zuga = 0. 
IfUR # 0, then ugu = 0. If  z = 0, then 0 = agxga = 2ugagu. As the charac- 
teristic of Z is not 2, it follows that ugaga = 0. Thus in either case uguga = 0 
for any g E G and a2 = 0. By Lemma 6.2 g E Z, and so G C Z, a contradiction. 
Hence for char Z f  2 we must have T 3 [R, R]. 
Cuse IT. char Z : 2. Recall that we are assuming that T C Z. Now, 
for g E G and u2 = 0, we have gag-l -f g-lag = z E Z. If  x # 0 we get 
aga m-z 0, exactly as in Case I. I f  z = 0 then gag-r = g-rug and it follows 
that g”a = ug2. Thus ag’u = uug 2 L 0. So in either situation ug2u = 0. 
By Lemma 6.2, g2 E Z. 
As G -3 N 4 5, for a2=0 and gEG, (1 +a)g(l +u)EN, and 
k ~~~ (1 A- a)g( 1 T u)g( 1 $- a)g-l( 1 + a) E G. Then hg E G, and so (1rg)2 E Z. 
That is ((1 f  a)g)‘( 1 -+ u)g-‘((1 + u)g)“(l + u)g-‘( 1 + u) g E Z. Using the 
well-known fact that for units u and W, if uv t Z then uv = vu, we have 
k =y (( 1 -f- a)g)“( 1 -t a) g-l(( 1 + u)g)3( 1 + a) g-l E Z. Since g2 E Z, kg2 t Z, 
and this says that (( 1 + u)g)“(l + u)g-‘((1 +- a)g)” E Z. Thus 
((1 + a)g)7(1 + a)g-l E z. 
Again usingg2 E Z, we finally obtain (( 1 -;- a)g)* E Z. Clearly we could replace 
“a” by za for z E Z. If  we expand ((1 + m)g)R and collect terms in the usual 
way, by occurences of za, we get an expressiong* +f’(zu) + ... t-f*(~) E Z, 
where fi(za) = ~“;f~(u) and f”(a) = (ag)“. Since gs E Z and Z contains at 
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least nine elements, we can use Lemma 4.4 onfi(za) + ... $ f”(aa) with W 
in the lemma equal to 2, to get f*(a) = (ag)* E Z. It follows that 
(ag)sa = u(ug)s = 0. Thus Lemma 6.2 applies, and as in Case I we must 
conclude that T 1 [R, R]. 
The corollaries following Theorem 4.5 have their corresponding statements 
for subnormal subgroups. We state them now for completeness, in a single 
corollary. All of the proofs, except one, are omitted because of their similarity 
to those of the earlier corollaries. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let R be simple with nonidentity idempotent and suppose 
that card Z 3 9, and that R is not 4-dimensional over Z if Z is of characteristic 2. 
Then 
of u. (;) F 
or s E R, s $ Z, N(Z[s]) contains no non-central subnormal subgroup 
(ii) IfGaNa U, thenGCZorC,(G)CZ. 
(iii) I f  G 4 N u U and G is Abelian, then G C Z. 
(iv) Given G, , G, 4 N 4 U with G, , G, c Z and (G, , G,) the com- 
mutator of G, and G, , then (G, , G,) q Z and so G, n G, Q Z. 
(v) If  G Q N 4 U and G Q Z, then G is not solvable. 
Proof of (ii). I f  G ($ Z then a noncentral element s E G has C,(G) in its 
centralizer. That is C,(G) C N(Z[s]). Hence C,(G) C Z by (i) since 
C,(G) 4 hi 4 U. If  G is Abelian then G C C,(G), so (iii) follows trivially. 
The question of solvability when R has characteristic 2 and is 4-dimensional 
over 2, as well as for any group in a normal chain is open. We suspect that 
the groups in question fail to be solvable with suitable assumptions on card Z. 
Clearly, our present methods are not suitable for these considerable more 
complex cases. 
7. One possible generalization of our results might be the case where 
we assume that R is semi-prime, that is R has no nilpotent ideals, instead of R 
simple. More seems to be required in this case than the assumption of idem- 
potents. For example, let R be simple with 1 = e, + e, + es , with the ei 
orthogonal idempotents. Let S = R, + R, + R, where R, = eiRei . Then 
R, is a subalgebra of S and is invariant with respect to all inner automorphisms 
of S. Hence we cannot expect Theorem 4.5 to hold for semi-prime rings with 
idempotents. A similar example serves as a counter-example to the non- 
solvability of a noncentral normal subgroup in the case of one idempotent. 
Let GF(3)y be the 2 x 2 matrix ring over the field of three elements, and let S 
he any semi-prime ring with identity 1, , and a nontrivial group of units. 
Then-if R = GF(3)2 @ S, where the sum is formally direct, then the group 
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of units of GF(3)2 , considered in R, is a noncentral normal subgroup of R 
which is solvable. Thus it would seem that we must somehow eliminate the 
possibility that R is the direct sum of bad proper ideals. 
DEFINITION. 7.1. R is a CSP ring if: 
(i) R has no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
(ii) R contains e f  0, 1 zcith e2 = e, such that eR(1 - e) Re =: eRe 
and (1 - e) ReR(1 - e) = (1 - e) R(1 -e). 
We note that given any semi-prime ring S we can obtain CSP rings by 
considering the complete n x n matrix ring over S, for any n >, 2. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let R be a CSP ring and suppose there is z E Z with .z2 - z not 
a zero divisor in R. Then if N is an Abelian normal subgroup of U, N C Z. 
Proof. Let S be the ring generated by N over Z That is the 
hh + ... + zknk 1 zi E Z and ni EN}. S is commutative. Since N 4 U, if 
a2 = 0, we have (1 - a)s( 1 + a) = s - as + sa - asa E S for s E N. 
As S is a subspace and s EN we get z(sa - as) - zasa in S. .Also, 
(1 - zu)s( 1 t za) E S, so we obtain z(sa - as) ~ ,&zsa in S. HIence 
(9 -- 2) asa E S, where we can assume that 22 ~ z is not a divisor of 
zero. Since S is commutative, (z2 - z) asas = s(z2 - z) ma, and so 
(x2 - x)(asas - sass) = 0. This implies asas = sasa. Thus asasa = sasa2 = 0. 
By Lemma 6.2 s commutes with eR( 1 - e) and (1 - e) Re for the idempsotent 
e in Definition 7.1. But by (ii) of Definition 7.1 it then follows that s E Z. 
Hence NC Z. 
DEFINITIOX. 7.3. R is called separating if there are k, t, w E Z with 
none of k2 - k, t3 - t, w4 - w zero divisors. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let R be a separating ring. If N Q U with the derived group 
N’ C Z, then for any s E N and a2 = 0, the following relations hold: 
(i) gl(a) = 0 = s2u + 3as2 - 3sas - s-las3 
(ii) ga(a) = 0 = asas - 2sasa + as*4 - sas-Qzs2 + s-lasas2 
- s-las2as + as-‘as3 
(iii) g3(u) = 0 = s-‘asasas - as-lasas2 + as-las2as - asasa 
+ sas-lasas - sus-las2a 
(iv) g4(a) = 0 = sas-lasasa - as-Qzsasas. 
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Proof. Since N 4 c’, for a2 = 0, we have (1 - u)s( 1 + u) in N, for 
HEN. Thus @,(I -a)s(l + a)) E Z and if this commutator is y, then 
[s, y] :r 0. That is, 
SS-l( 1 - U) K1( 1 -i- a)S( 1 ~- U).Y( 1 T- a) 
~ s-y I - a) s-1( 1 + a)s(l -- a)s( 1 + a)s = 0. 
Simplifying, we get gl(u) +- gz(a) f  ga(a) --t- s,r(a) = 0. Note that we could 
have started with xu in place of “a”, for x E Z, and obtainedg,(zu) $- g,(m) + 
g,(za) + g,(m) = 0. Also we have gJxu) = zig,(u). Hence we can obtain 
both k2(g,(u) + ... -:- g4(u)) = 0 and g,(ku) $- ... + g,(ku) :- 0, where k 
is from Definition 7.3. Subtracting we get 
(k” - k)g,(u) + (h’ ~ k3)gS(u) -+ (k2 - k4)g,(u) := 0. 
In a similar manner, using the t and ZL’ in Definition 7.3, we can eliminate the 
g3(u) and g4(u) terms to obtain (k” - k)(t3 - t)(d ~ w)(gl(u)) = 0. It follows 
that gl(u) = 0. We continue in a similar manner on g2(u) + g3(u) + g4(a) = 0 
and get gi(u) = 0. To do this we need only realize that, for example, if kz k 
is not a zero divisor, neither is k, and so, /za ~ k2 cannot bc a zero divisor. 
Thus we have a sufficient number of suitable nonzero divisors in Z to enable 
us to obtaing,(u) = 0. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let be a separating CSP ring such that $3~ = 0 then T -~= 0. 
If  N u Li, N p Z, then N is not solvable. 
Proof. I f  N were solvable n-e could consider its derived series 
N3 N’ r) ‘.. 3 Ntk) 1 1. By Lemma 7.2 Nrk) C 2. We will have a contra- 
diction and be done if Nckpl) C Z. nTow the derived group of N’“+r) is N(k) C Z, 
so by Lemma 7.4 the relations g,(a) == 0 hold for s E N+r). 
As gr(u) = 0, we have 0 := usg,(u)u ~~~ 3(usas’% - a?asa). Since 3~ = 0 
implies Y = 0, usus2u - us%sa = 0. Also, 
0 = g,(U)u = srlusasusa - usr’(asas’a - us”usU) ml- susm’ususa. 
Hence, s-lusususu + ~u~~~a~u~a = 0. Thus 
0 = g4(u) = ~as-lususa - us-lususus = -s-%zsusasu - us-lususus. 
Left multiplication by s gives -usususa ~- sasr%zsusas = 0. Using the relation 
obtained from g3(u) again, we have -a~a~u~u + s-‘usasusus = 0. Thus 
(su)~ = (us)~ and so (us)% = 0. Invoking Lemma 6.2 and using the same 
argument as at the end of Lemma 7.2 we get N(kJ-l) C Z. 
LEIWMA 7.6. Let R be a separating CSP ring. If  N is a solvable normal 
subgroup of U, then 3N C Z. 
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Proof. Let K = {Y E R ; 3r = O}. One can easily verify that K is an 
ideal of R and that if K # R then the quotient ring R’ = R/K is semi-prime 
and satisfies 3x’ = 0 implies s’ = 0. Note that if K = R then 3R = 0 and 
so 3-V = 0 C 2. Hence we can assume that K # R. We claim that i?’ is 
separating. In fact, let .z be any element of R which is not a zero divisor. 
Then x’ is not a zero divisor in R’. To see this, suppose that ~‘y’ = 0. 
Then 3xy =:= 0, and so, x(3y) = 0. This implies thaty E K, ory’ = 0. 
iYe now have that R’ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 7.5. Hence the 
image of N in R’, being solvable and normal, must lie in the center of R’. 
What this says is given s E 11; and Y E R, S’Y’ - Y’S’ = 0. In other words, 
3sr - ~3s = 0, or 3N C 2. 
THEOREM 7.7. Let R be a separatitxg CSP ring. If  N r] C:, Xd Z then N 
is not solvable. 
Proof. I f  N were solvable it would have the derived series 
Hy Lemma 7.2 Nc7;) C Z. As in Theorem 7.5 we only need N+l’ C Z. Since 
the derived group of N’“--l) is in Z, the relations of Lemma 7.4 hold for the 
elements of N(“‘- l). 
By Lemma 7.6 we have 3N C Z and so gl(a) in Lemma 7.4 becomes 
s’a ~ sr1as3 = 0. This implies s3a = ass, for s E N(l:-i) and a2 = 0. Now 
0 ::: h(a) = ag,(a)a = as-lasas’a - usus-Wu - asrla?asa and 
0 = h(a) = g:,(a)a = srlasusasa - (as-lasas2a - as~Wusa) + sus-‘asasa. 
Using h(a) in k(u) yields s-‘asasasa - asas-Wu + sus-lasasa = 0. Multiply 
this last relation on the left by as*, using as3 = s3a and a2 -= 0. \Ve get 
asasasasa - as2usus-1as2a = 0. Since s = s+s3, we get 
ususasasa - as2as-2as2as2u = 0. 
But agl(a) = 0 implies that asasc’asasa = 0, so in particular, 
us2as-2us2us2a = 0. 
Hence (as)% = 0 and we proceed exactly as in the end of Theorem 7.2 or 
Theorem 7.5, using Lemma 6.2. 
8. I f  we put somewhat stronger assumptions than having no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals on R, then to get Theorem 7.7 we need only assume that R 
contains some nonidentity idempotemt instead of assuming (ii) in 
Definition 7.1. We note that (ii) of Definition 7.1 arises in Lemma 7.21 and 
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Theorems 7.5 and 7.7 only after we have used Lemma 6.2 to get some element 
commuting with all eR(1 - e) for e an idempotent. The problem is to show 
that such an element is in Z. We begin with 
DEFINITION. 8.1. R is said to be prime if given a nonzero ideal J of R 
then Y] = 0 implies that Y = 0. 
Since in a prime ring no central element except zero is a divisor of zero, 
we note that for a prime ring to be separating it is sufficient that there exist 
elements, k, t, w in Z with k2 - k + 0, t3 ~ t f  0, and w4 - w # 0. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let R be a prime ring containing a nonidentity idempotent. 
Let E be the subring of R generated by all the idempotents of R. Then E contains 
a nonzero ideal of R. 
PYOO~. We claim that E is a Lie ideal of R. It is enough to show that if 
el ,..., e, are idempotents and Y E R, then [ere, ... e, , Y] is in E. We proceed 
by induction on n. Note first the identity [ab, c] = a[b, c] $- [a, c]b. 
Now fr = e + ex( 1 - e) and fa = e + (1 - e) xe are idempotents and 
fr - ,f, = [e, x]. Suppose [ere, ... e,-, , x] E E. Then clearly [erea ... e, , x] = 
es2 ... e,,-de, , x] -t [e, ... en-, , x]e, is in E, using our inductive assumption. 
Hence E is a Lie ideal and subring of R. This implies that E contains a 
nonzero ideal J of R, provided E is not commutative as a ring [3, p. 41. But E 
is not commutative, since otherwise, if e is a nonidentity idempotent in R, 
then [e, e - er(l -- e)] = 0. This implies er(1 - P) = 0 for Y E R, and so 
eR( 1 ~ e) = 0 which is impossible in a prime ring. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let R be prime with a nonidentity idempotent. If [s, E] = 0, 
where E is the ring generated by the idempotents in R, then s E Z. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.2 E contains a nonzero ideal J of R. Since s centralizes 
E, s centralizes J. For Y E R, j E J we have s(j) = (rj)s = rsj. Thus [s, Y] j = 0, 
and so, [s, R]J = 0. As R is prime, [s, R] = 0. That is s E Z. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let R be a separating prime ring with nonidentity idempotent. 
I f  N is a normal Abelian subgroup of U then NC Z. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 7.2 holds exactly, through the point at which 
we apply Lemma 6.2. We note that the proof of Lemma 6.2 shows that the 
s with (as)7ia = 0 commutes with all idempotents of R. So we have that 
s E N commutes with E, the ring generated by the idempotents of R. By 
Lemma 8.3, s E Z, and so NC Z. 
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THEOREM 8.5. Let R be a separating prime ring with nonidentity idempotent. 
If N CJ U, N q 2, the N is not solvable. 
Proof. Once again, if N were solvable we could consider its derived 
series N I) N’ 3 ... 3 N(“) I) 1. By Lemma 8.4, NC”) C 2. Again we need 
only show Nck-l) C 2. Now as R is prime it has a well-defined characteristic, 
hence either 3~ = 0 implies r = 0 or 3R = 0. Corresponding to these cases 
we can use the proof of Theorem 7.5 or Theorem 7.7 to get (as)ka = 0 
for s E No-l’, a2 = 0, and k a fixed integer. We now follow the argument 
in Lemma 8.4 to get s E 2, and so N(Tc+l) C Z. 
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